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The Elder Scrolls series, which is a mainstay of PC gaming, redefines the action role-playing (ARPG) genre. The action revolves around you, who is the protagonist of your own story. You have the freedom to roam an open world without restrictions and enter battles, which you must win to
complete quests. The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim takes place in the vast open world of the land of Skyrim and is the latest in a series of titles that seamlessly integrate real-time RPG gameplay with an extensive array of open world content. SKYRIM CORE FEATURES: SCREEN The most realistic
and detailed world yet in the Elder Scrolls series. Skyrim is bigger than the land of Cyrodiil and more beautiful than the lands between. CLIMATE The beautiful and harsh world of Skyrim is broken up into distinct seasons. The length of the seasons, day and night, and weather patterns vary
by location, all of which provides the time and seasons to undertake quests, converse with characters, and perform trade and battle. WORLD MAP Explore the world in an open 3D world through the use of a world map that makes exploration simple. Your character can get in situations where
the required movement is limited or when you are in a train of thought. MULTIPLAYER Play against other online players. Use tactical information and team strategies in battle to defeat powerful enemies. BATTLE SYSTEM Use the skills and magic of your companions and strike powerful blows
in battle. Each fight in the game has its own goals and enemies with unique skills. CHARACTERS AND WEAPONS The characters you take on quests and battle in Skyrim are customizable. You can fine-tune their skills, gear, and magic to suit your play style. QUESTS Full-length quests can be
completed in numerous ways. You can accept the quest from an NPC, defeat a powerful boss, and complete the quest by yourself. BOSSES Some quests require slaying powerful bosses. Defeat them by striking with weapons and magic. LEVELING Skill and special magic level up when you
fight and go on quests. As you gain levels, the amount you can carry increases and the attack power of your attacks and spells increases. MANAGEMENT SYSTEM When you run out of storage space for your equipment and items, you can manage equipment and items using the Storage
System. In addition to item

Features Key:
Ranked Match Online - Compete with all the players in this mode, even when offline
Personal Match Online - Secure a clear win and show all your skills against the AI after all!
Arena Match Online - Dominate with a powerful team! Defeating the other teams in these battles increases the number of cards for your deck.
The Rock-Paper-Scissors game to a new level - Fight against custom-made characters as well!
Mix & Match - Unlock costumes, equippable items, and abilities for your battle gear
World Quest - Complete unique quests scattered throughout the Lands Between!
Instant Action - Crush enemies with “Battle Maidens” and other strong battles! You’re only limited by your stamina.
A Killing Game - Craft vehicles and allies, arrange them in a variety of configurations, and deploy them on the battlefield for epic battles!
Stunning Graphics - See the Wonders of this vast world with detailed 3D maps!
Crystal Dynamic Audio - Enjoy the World of Dragonstar, as you draw breath for battle!
A Fantasy Soundtrack for the Ages - Unlock all-new music and use it to strengthen your experience!
All your Favorite Characters - All classic characters from the Final Fantasy series and other renowned RPGs are ready to take their first fight in the Lands Between!
See the New World in Full 3D - Instantly get the feel of the environment from the various game spots you encounter on your quest!
Explore Beautifully Artwork Framed World - Every frame, background, and menu has been rendered using an artistic 3D engine to make the world appear realistic with amazing depth!
A Story Full of Adventure - Speak with many interesting characters and fill up a quest log with more than 200 quests to get all the Elden Ring cards!

Dragonstar Official information:

Platinum Games ( brought you the critically acclaimed action RPG(FINAL FANTASY II, 
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RUNNING TIME: 7 hours COMPLETION DATE: 2019/02/08 REVIEW BY: OBSCURE OBSCURE ================================= CONTROLS, NARRATION, AND CHARACTER DESIGNS ================================= The control system is one
of the most distinctive features of the game, and the UI was designed to be straightforward while also feeling intuitive and comfortable. The system is composed of the circular indicator of movement and the square indicator of attack. By pressing the joystick in
the direction the character is facing, you can swing the sword, use magic, use skills, or take various actions. When you press the joystick in the direction you don't want to face, you can easily move away or escape from enemy attacks. If you press the joystick in
the direction of your team (left and right), you can attack an enemy that's coming from the opposite side. Various supplementary actions can be used with the right stick. A bonus action symbol is displayed over the left button to indicate a special action, and there
are currently 26 types of bonus actions available. The action consists of a slash action, a supportive action, and a move action, with different actions for different weapons. The action button on the bottom left can be pressed to confirm your actions, and pressing
the L1 key will activate this action button. Because this action is the most frequently used, a prompt appears when you press the action button. However, in a rare case, you may not be able to confirm your actions. ======================= BEHAVIOR
======================= 3D Character Design Drawing on the most recent trends in the fantasy world, the characters and monsters were created with a 3D-like style.
======================================================================= WORLD MAP ======================================================================= The game takes place in the Lands
Between, where the land is composed of vast grasslands, lush forests, and challenging dungeons. ======================================================================= UI
======================================================================= The UI design was created to be a simple and intuitive interface. ======================= NARRATION ======================= The story
begins with the protagonist, whom you can freely customize, rising to the position of a young duke, and the adventure continues with the protagonist's rise. In addition to the main story, there are various side quests, a variety of dialogues, and more. Elden Ring -
the system of character development ======================= GR bff6bb2d33
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How to create your character. Character class system that unifies the fighting styles of your character. Action combat: melee, magic, and ranged attacks. Learn to use your class’ unique ability. Battle reports and an endless way of exploring. Battle Reports, That is to say to share the battle
results. The battle in the vicinity of the player to a maximum degree of freedom. Loss of investment = loss of experience. New to this, the player’s skills, stats, and items are lost when it runs out of LP. 3rd-person 3-D action RPG that is developing on the basis of massive three-dimensional
action combat. The player’s movements to the left, right, down, and up are guaranteed by the game, and multi-directional action combat is possible. The new action system, in which the player can perform actions from the fighting style to the character class. The new system, which allows
for the combination of the “magic” combat technique and the “ranged weapon” combat technique in the same action. Weapon style using the line of sight can be freely changed by the character class. The game flow of investigation and attention which is unrivaled in the RPG genre. An
action movie that runs simultaneously with the choices of the player, the characters. Equipped with multiple powerful magic swords, the player can freely change to different classes. The quality of game content and content can be greatly increased by the utilization of the exploration
system. Explore the three dimensional fields from the first person view at high speed, and get a glimpse of the mysteries of the world. “Begin the adventure of a lifetime.” World 1. # The Lands Between 2. # Creature Guide 3. # Scenario Maps 4. # Character Space 5. # Classes & Leveling
System 6. # Gameflow 7. # Add-on Information 8. # New Features 9. # Musou’s Background 10. # Request 11. # Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 12. # New Life
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What's new in Elden Ring:

Play as one of five characters whose path will cross. Your journey starts with the introduction of an honest, hot-blooded adventurer with a tragic past and a look of humiliation. Here
you can develop the hero you were meant to be, and explore the multi-layered romance and the vast epic saga as you embark on a journey filled with action. Not A Hero You are not a
hero, but a former adventurer. Yet, you have come to a dark land filled with monsters and deep dungeons. Your lover, Alcaire, also shares the experience of being an adventurer. She
has a past with ghosts and gods that seems as though it is haunted by revenge. Alcaire wishes for nothing but your guidance and protection. Comeso Love Dares The two of you and
your partner travel together for a righteous cause. Together, you fight the enemy and exorcise ghosts. You and your partner try to find your own path, and you may even find love and
happiness. Select from one of the five characters included with the initial launch of the game. Throughout the game, you will recruit and develop the character that best suits you. AND
MORE! 

BECOME A HERO! Do not lose courage. Take the journey of a lifetime, and rise as you become the mightiest of heroes in the Lands Between, a vast fantasy world.

The CPU charts are out again and AMD sit with the majority of it's shares with the 8-core Ryzen 7 CPUs.
With the 7nm "Zen 2" architecture rumoured to be launching in late 2018, the Ryzen 9 is the first to utilise the new architecture.
AMD also announce the Zen 2 based Naples server CPU architecture which will take advantage of the new "Zen 2" architecture. Naples based servers are confirmed to be coming late
2018. 

Better yields for desktop and notebook chips will give intel a further boost come late 2016 and early 2017.
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System Requirements For Elden Ring:

Minimum: Mac OS X 10.7 or Windows 7 CPU: Dual-Core Intel Core 2 Duo or higher RAM: 2GB HDD: 15GB Network connection: Broadband Internet connection Recommended: Mac OS X 10.8 or Windows 8 CPU: Quad-Core Intel Core i5 or higher RAM: 4GB HDD: 30GB Playstation 3 Supported
Headsets Required Sony Head
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